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About me...
I will begin my 28th year of teaching this fall, at Flower Mound High School (TX).  I 

opened the building in 1999. I love my job.



Why should you listen to me?
Good Question!

● I’ve been picking programs for 30 years, and that has taught me a lot.
● I’ve had choirs sing at five conventions, and I’ve been turned down for conventions 

more times than that -- still had to plan programs.
● Programming fascinates me, so I’ve been to more sessions and clinics on the 

topic than I can even remember.
● I’m still not sure that I really know what I’m doing, so I keep trying to learn 

more.
● Repertoire cannot be divorced from the world we live in; the rules change, and will 

continue to do so; you need to keep learning, too.
● I really just want to share with you what I’ve learned this far in my career, so you 

can find cool songs that you’ll be able to build your curriculum around.



Sequence for the week!
Day 1 - What does the best repertoire look like for you?

Day 2 - Finding repertoire
Day 3 - Reaching beyond the usual for repertoire

Day 4 - Programs that add meaning
Day 5 - Embracing the “new normal”...whatever that is

Each day -- some time spent on “COVID Considerations”



Day 1: What does the best repertoire look like for you?

Topics to Cover: Finding the best music for the choir in front of you! Assessing what can be 
done.

- Difficulty Level, Emotional Fit, Pedagogical Considerations, Instructional Importance, 
Personal Considerations

COVID Considerations: Ways to determine what your students can and cannot yet do, 
remotely.

Resources: Day 1 Handouts, Day 1 Sight-Reading &  Range Audio Samples, Coursework 
Cheat Sheet

What’s the Point Today? How you determine the best music for your choirs is essential to 
instructional and musical success in the classroom.



The choir “in your head” vs. the choir in front of you
In your head…

In front of you...



Why don’t we see what’s in front of us?
Assessment problems:

Normative vs. Criterion vs. Idiographic

Diagnostic vs. Formative vs. Summative

Not doing it vs. doing it



Assessment Types
Normative -- compared to others (a “norm”)

● Competitions -- rankings or “winners”

Criterion -- compared to set standards (or “criteria”)

● Festival/Contests or Grades -- getting a “good score”

Idiographic -- improvement over time (or “getting better”)

● Our most common daily assessment -- “y’all, that’s sooo much better than the              
beginning of the year!”

External evaluators can effectively manage normative and criterion referencing.  Internal 
evaluators are the only ones to effectively manage idiographic assessment.



Assessment -- kinds or approaches

● Diagnostic Assessment (Pre-Test, establishing a baseline; no feedback yet, 
because you haven’t started instruction)

● Formative Assessment (During instruction, a “check-up”…feedback 
happens here!)

● Summative Assessment (Final Exam, a Contest or Festival…feedback here 
only tells you what went wrong or right; generally, it’s too late to fix)



Assessment -- Just Do It

We need to assess what our students know and are able to do, just like our peers in the “academic 
core”.

There’s nothing wrong with normative assessment (contests).  But our daily work requires 
criterion assessment (grades), and idiographic assessment (getting better over time) is really 
where we need to be.

Success requires us to first have a diagnostic assessment (pre-test), then heavily invest in both 
group and individual formative assessment (how are we doing right now?), so that the 
summative assessment (concert) is a natural outcome.

If we do all of this -- then the choir “in our head” is the “choir on stage”!



What do we need in order to choose repertoire?
In terms of assessment types: Mostly criterion assessment (compared to a set 
standard like the Tennessee Academic Standards for Fine Arts, what are we 
expected to do? Real-world, what can we do? What can’t we do yet?).  This line of 
questioning requires some idiographic assessment, too...how do the kids learn 
over time?

In terms of assessment approaches: Diagnostic assessment if you can, for sure.  
Summative assessment, if you were in your position last year.  How can you 
pre-test what the students know now?  What did the returning students know at 
the end of last year?



TN Academic 
Standards for Fine 
Arts

(y’all -- these are really well-crafted; 
can I move to Tennessee?)



Two last thoughts on all this assessment
Formative assessment and idiographic assessment are pedagogically 
absolutely critical to success.  They just aren’t of much help in choosing repertoire.  
You’ll use them once your well-chosen repertoire is in play.  And, I’m personally 
not a big fan of normative assessment; like Craig Hella Johnson says, “don’t be 
tied to the outcome”.  I don’t like the idea that art is for the “winners”.

Using assessment before you begin picking repertoire is hard, and time 
consuming. It’s easier to just let your local music publisher pick them for you.  It’s 
not as good, though.



Before we begin the Five Checkpoints of Repertoire Selection.... 

Please lay your hands on one set of the following two pieces:

HS Mixed

● “In Flanders Fields” (Donkin)
● “The Word Was God” (Powell)

MS Treble

● “Plaisir d’amour” (Martini/Strommen)
● “Sing to Me” (Ramsey)

MS Tenor/Bass

● “Sing Me a Song of a Lad That Is Gone” (Johnson)
● “Three Latin Songs” (Farnell)



First checkpoint -- Difficulty Level

Predetermined difficulty level? Cool, but let the buyer beware on these…

● Pitch, Rhythm
● Melody, Harmony
● Texture and Divisi
● Range
● Length
● Language

Other technical considerations (soloist, accompaniment difficulty, solo obligato, 
staging, etc.) 



“Teaching Music Through Performance in Choir”
 
GIA Publications, with recordings

Five Volumes

These books -- which are pricey (that’s why I didn’t require them) -- feature 
exemplary selections with written detail and recordings (for V. 1-4), as well as 
great articles about repertoire.

They utilize most of the items listed in terms of difficulty.

Disclosure -- I assisted with Volume 5...but I don’t get any compensation if you buy the books!



Second checkpoint -- Emotional Fit

Sacred vs. Secular

● (this is a bit of a thing, and we’ll cover it later this week...for now, though, it is only an 
issue to label)

Text Considerations

● Is the text age appropriate?
● Will the students understand what the poet is trying to say? Do you?
● Will the text resonate with the students?*
● Does the text resonate with you?*

* If the answer to either of these is “no”, I humbly beseech you to walk on by...



Third Checkpoint - Pedagogical Considerations

Things that students need to know before they can be really successful!

● Tone*
● Tuning
● Phrasing, word stress, line
● Breath support
● Stamina
● Compositional Devices (fugue, etc.)

*line I use at school all the time -- (Question) “What’s more important than good tone?” (Answer) “Nothing”.



Fourth Checkpoint - Instructional Importance
Things that you know that you need to cover in a broader sense:

● Academic Standards (make sure you cover the standards you need to cover)
● Genre (multiple historical and national genres)
● Diversity of poet and composer/arranger (diversity is critical)
● Contrast of style, tempo, texture, language, et. (everything can’t be the same)



Fifth Checkpoint - Personal Considerations and Biases

We all have opinions, thoughts, and biases...it’s OK. We’re human beings, and we’ve lived our own story. 
We do, however, need to acknowledge this, as well as our preferences and our professional opinions.

So, consider for each piece:

● Do you like it?  Can you teach it well if you don’t?
● Is it authentic, honest, and of high-quality?
● Is it just like all your other pieces somehow? 
● Can you teach it?
● Is it an exemplary choice for this choir?
● Do you have to teach it now?



COVID Considerations -- Determining what your singers can do 
while you’re “here” and they are “there”.
Let’s take a look at “Goodbye, Then” (Takach) or “Prayer for Peace” (Tillen) as we go over these...

Assumption -- WiFi and some way to send you recordings.

Warm-Ups -- Performance uploads.

● Determine warm-ups easily done without you present, record a piano track (don’t forget to 
count off).  Give clear instructions. Have students audio (OK) or video (better) an upload of 
them singing.

Range -- Uploads or Google Form.

● I used the warm-ups to determine range...I also asked students for self-reflection concerning 
their range, using a Google Form.



COVID Considerations -- Determining what your singers can do 
while you’re “here” and they are “there” (continued).

Assumption -- WiFi and some way to send you recordings.

Pedagogical Ability -- performance uploads.

● Ideal - Video recording, student singing the same piece, with an accompaniment.
● Acceptable - Any recording of any art song, with a track or not.

Sight-Reading Ability --  I have used www.sightreadingfactory.com forever, and I swear 
by it.

These aren’t as good as voice testing a student in person - I know. But it’s better than 
giving up or guessing.  Bonus - I can refer to the recordings over and over again.

http://www.sightreadingfactory.com


Conclusion to Day 1 - What was the point again?
On what music can this choir be successful this year?

Which pieces will provide pedagogical, instructional, and artistic growth, as well as build a 
foundation for future choral artists?

Does this all take a ton of time? Absolutely.

Are the rewards in rehearsal worth it? Without question!



Day 2: Finding repertoire

Topics to Cover: What kind of repertoire are you looking for, anyway?

- The bigger plan, kinds of music to search for, where to look

COVID Considerations: Who’s actually going to be in our classrooms this fall? How will that 
impact finding repertoire?

Resources: Day 2 COVID Classroom References, Day 2 GIA Book Sample, Coursework 
Cheat Sheet

What’s the Point Today? Now that you know what kinds of repertoire you should be 
seeking, you can begin to think about finding the best quality that matches your long- and 
short-term goals for whomever you have in front of you.



Being a chef -- planning a set of music for a concert

Planning your concert - being a “chef”

● An appetizer -- your opener
● An entree or two -- the heart of your set of music
● A dessert -- your closer
● (Some sorbets, if you can -- songs to help transition the emotional direction)

Remember, meals usually have variety and are healthy.

● Variety -- changes of style, texture, genre, perspective, tempo, key, etc.
● Healthy -- Music of high quality, no matter where it comes from...sweets are OK, just not 

as the entire meal.



Being a chef -- understanding your ingredients

What kinds of songs could go around these pieces?  How would each song fit into a set of songs in 
a concert?

● The Word Was God - Powell 
● In Flanders Fields - Donkin 
● Goodbye, Then - Takach 
● Prayer for Peace - Tillen 
● Plaisir d'amour - Martini/Strommen 
● Sing to Me - Ramsey 
● Sing Me a Song of a Lad That Is Gone - Johnson
● Three Latin Songs - Farnell



Being a nutritionist-- planning years’ worth of music

Planning the repertoire for a student generation - being a “nutritionist”

● Historical era 
○ Cover every historical era -- just not all at once (this is harder for MS classrooms 

than HS ones -- do the best you can)
● Genre

○ Cover a wide array of styles and perspectives, but not on every concert
● Material to cover your instructional needs

○ Different repertoire allows you teach different things!

You are in charge of the students’ entire diet!



What kinds of music are we looking for, anyway?

A lot -- this requires some institutional planning or a lot of creativity:

○ Mixed music
○ Treble and Tenor/Bass music
○ Chamber music
○ Music for changing voices
○ Music for non-standard voice combinations
○ Non-Western music
○ “Popular” music



Grocery Shopping! Where do we go look?

The “usual suspects”...generally well-considered, but slow to change

Publisher’s Lists

● Music Stores - https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/school-choir-music.jsp
● Publishers - https://www.halleonard.com/, http://www.alliancemusic.com/, 

https://www.carlfischer.com/, etc.

State Contest Lists

● Texas Prescribed Music List - https://www.uiltexas.org/pml/
● Ohio MEA Large Group Lists - 

https://www.stantons.com/category/school-choral-sheet-music/ohio-high-school-large-group-contest-
list/

● https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/services-state-festival.jsp

https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/school-choir-music.jsp
https://www.halleonard.com/
http://www.alliancemusic.com/
https://www.carlfischer.com/
https://www.uiltexas.org/pml/
https://www.stantons.com/category/school-choral-sheet-music/ohio-high-school-large-group-contest-list/
https://www.stantons.com/category/school-choral-sheet-music/ohio-high-school-large-group-contest-list/
https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/services-state-festival.jsp


Grocery Shopping! Where do we go look?

The “usual suspects”...generally well-considered, but slow to change

Textbooks, Reference Books, and Websites

● Teaching Music through Performance in Choir (Vol 1-5), GIA
● Conducting Men’s Choirs, Conducting Women’s Choirs, GIA
● http://cambiatainstitute.com/resources/ (Cambiata Institute of America)
● https://www.barbershop.org/music/free-sheet-music (Barbershop Harmony Society)

http://cambiatainstitute.com/resources/
https://www.barbershop.org/music/free-sheet-music


“Teaching Music Through Performance in Choir”
 

Day 2 GIA Sample - The Stars are With the 
Voyager.pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jSWTJDuCOrhHl7DEv0j1Go7og4OxLb5w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jSWTJDuCOrhHl7DEv0j1Go7og4OxLb5w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jSWTJDuCOrhHl7DEv0j1Go7og4OxLb5w/view?usp=sharing


Grocery Shopping! Where do we go look?

The “usual suspects”...Not quite as well-considered, but much more nimble

ACDA & Conference Repertoire Lists

● https://acda.org/repertoire/
● Articles in the Choral Journal

○ June, 2020 “Expressions of Grief Through Choral Settings of the Psalms 
of Lament: Recommendations for High School - Level Choirs”

○ June 2020 “Works by Women for Lower Voices”
● Performing choirs at conventions

Reading Sessions

● State, Divisional and National ACDA Conferences
● TMEA (y’all’s “TMEA”, not my “TMEA”) Sessions

https://acda.org/repertoire/


The importance of being nimble

Books, and “approved” lists are generally well-considered and sourced -- these teams of 
people work hard to come up with music that is educationally sound.

Convention sessions and magazine articles are also vetted but not nearly as much as the 
resources above.

BUT…

Things that take a long time to create take a long time to change (“well-considered” by 
whom? Educationally sound in what way?)

Sessions, blog posts, magazine articles, etc., are more able to move with the times.

So, look at everything, and don’t assume anything.



COVID Considerations - Hold up, who’s even gonna be in my class, anyway?

So, you maybe should also be looking for...

○ Voicings and material for chamber groups - small groups that can socially 
distance or sing outside/away from your classroom

○ Unison and duet music - same as above, especially for weaker singers.
○ A cappella vs. accompanied - Out of the room, a cappella music is pretty 

essential.
○ Live vs. virtual - Rubato is the enemy of virtual recordings for beginners
○ Weird voicings - you may have to teach who is in front of you, without any 

say.



COVID Considerations - The latest from NAfME, ACDA, and the CDC

(no, but really…)



Kansas Voice Center - “Considerations for Singing Together Again”

● Nothing is risk free
● Be willing to change
● Follow CDC and local guidelines
● Gather outside
● Ventilation
● Shorter rehearsals
● Small groups
● Masks
● Clean surfaces/Wash hands
● Spread out
● Virtual choirs
● Age and health status
● Contact tracing
● UV lights
● Testing
● Vaccination



ACDA COVID-19 Response Committee Report

This detailed document gives suggestions based on three possibilities for the fall:

● A program that opens fully to students in-person, utilizing safety procedures as best 
they can.

● A program that offers a hybrid of in-person and remote instruction.

● A program that will be fully remote, or either the fall of 2020 or the entire 2020-2021 
school year.

A similar report, with additional information, has been put out by the British Columbia 
Music Educators Association - for a Canadian perspective.



Fall 2020 Guidance for Music Education - NAfME



Why do the rules keep changing?

Peer-reviewed research, resulting in data that is generally accepted by the professional 
community, takes years. We don’t have years, so we’re doing the best we can.

Be flexible, and be willing to part with your emotional perspectives and biases.

Get involved with your building/district -- social distancing is harder for us than many, 
and administrators have a lot on their plates!  All they know is what they’ve seen in the 
news.

Better to have a seat at the table than to be on the menu.



Day 3: Reaching beyond the usual for repertoire

Topics to Cover: Where is the repertoire that pushes and compels us, beyond the obvious 
places?

- The public domain, underrepresented gender/ethnic groups, beyond traditional 
publishers, use of social media

COVID Considerations: Learning about and assessing music from your laptop

Resources: Coursework Cheat Sheat

What’s the Point Today? Don’t let the mainstream approaches lull you into complacency.  
There is vital, powerful, fantastic music out there for you to find, as long as you work at it and 
know where to start.



Chef talk, revisited -- why go to Walmart for all your groceries?

Don’t ignore the obvious -- the obvious can be great! -- but don’t stop there, either. Go to the 
boutique and specialty stores, too.

Music in the Public Domain

Public Domain - “the state of belonging or being available to the public as a whole, and 
therefore not subject to copyright” (Oxford). The following music is currently public domain:

● Works created prior to 1925
● Works that are given for use in the public domain

From 1925 on, a song’s situation depends on which laws were in effect when it was 
published, which is complicated and messy.  We’ll just focus on pre-1925 for now.



Public Domain - what to look for

Pro’s:

● Well, it’s free
● There are lots of songs not published traditionally -- lots and lots
● You can usually see the complete score, and download/play through it
● There are often non-traditional voicings, including unison and 2 part voicings

Con’s

● Nomenclature is often really spotty
● Quality of edition can vary widely
● It’s almost impossible to know how hard a piece is until you click and look at it
● Basically, it’s like a rummage sale -- let the buyer beware, but there are also fantastic 

bargains!



Public Domain - the big ones

Choral Public Domain Library - www.cpdl.org

IMSLP (International Music Score Library Project)/Petrucci Music Library - www.imslp.org

Free-scores.com - https://www.free-scores.com/index_uk.php

A web search will turn up dozens more...I don’t usually need to move beyond CPDL or 
IMSLP.

http://www.cpdl.org
http://www.imslp.org
https://www.free-scores.com/index_uk.php


Then, why buy public domain music at all?

Well...



Underrepresented composers - women and composers of color

Women:

● You can always be on the lookout in general, of course
● Also look for female composers pre-20th century 

○ Amy Beach, Fanny Hensel, Isabella Leonarda, Clara Schumann, etc.
● Orange County Women’s Chorus - https://ocwomenschorus.org/women-composers/
● Individual websites by female or non-binary composers whose work you like.
● Elektra -  https://elektra.ca/collections/women-composers/
● Institute for Composer Diversity - 

https://www.composerdiversity.com/composer-diversity-database

https://ocwomenschorus.org/women-composers/
https://elektra.ca/collections/women-composers/
https://www.composerdiversity.com/composer-diversity-database


Underrepresented composers - women and composers of color

Composers of Color:

● Publishers that focus on non-American folksongs 
○ Earthsongs - www.earthsongschoralmusic.com

● Individual websites by composers whose work you like.
● Dr. Marques Garrett’s “Beyond Elijah Rock” page:

○ https://www.mlagmusic.com/research/beyond-elijah-rock
● “More Than Spirituals and Concert Gospel” - Dr. Jeffery Ames (Chapter 1 of Teaching 

Music through Performance in Choir, Volume 5)
● Institute for Composer Diversity - 

https://www.composerdiversity.com/composer-diversity-database

https://www.mlagmusic.com/research/beyond-elijah-rock
https://www.composerdiversity.com/composer-diversity-database


Specific publishers and composer self-publishing

Specific publshers

● Publishers push their own stuff better than organizations and music sellers do
● Often, web layouts are better.  Publishers have a “market” -- find yours.

○ These are my favorites: 
■ Santa Barbara Music Publishers - https://sbmp.com/
■ Alliance - http://www.alliancemusic.com/
■ Cypress Choral Music - https://cypresschoral.com/
■ Walton (GIA) - https://www.giamusic.com/waltonmusic/
■ Carl Fischer - https://www.carlfischer.com/
■ Graphite - https://graphitepublishing.com/
■ BriLee - https://www.brileemusic.com/

https://sbmp.com/
http://www.alliancemusic.com/
https://cypresschoral.com/
https://www.giamusic.com/waltonmusic/
https://www.carlfischer.com/
https://graphitepublishing.com/
https://www.brileemusic.com/


Specific publishers and composer self-publishing

Self-Publishing

● Musicspoke -- Sort of a clearinghouse website for composers
○ https://musicspoke.com/

● Individual websites.  A great path to findout out what a composer is all about
○ Example: Melissa Dunphy - http://www.melissadunphy.com/

● Most composers mix all types of publishing -- websites can help sort them out
○ Example: Joshua Shank - http://www.joshuashank.com/

● There are so many composers -- often, they’re local/regional, and are friends
○ Example: my friend Reginal Wright - https://www.reginalwright.com/

https://musicspoke.com/
http://www.melissadunphy.com/
http://www.joshuashank.com/
https://www.reginalwright.com/


Listening to others

Convention programs

● That song may be too hard for you, but what else does the composer write? Look at 
“Goodbye, Then” (Takach)

Social media

● It’s a lot to wade through, I know, but…
● Facebook groups of choral music educators
● Blog posts -- find ones you like and are thorough. For that matter, find ones you don’t 

like and are thorough.
● Posts by friends - Look at “Prayer for Peace” (Tillen)



Commissioning a song for your choir

Pay to have a song written for your choir!

● It’s expensive
● It’s time-consuming

But...

● It allows you a chance to choose your style, your text, your focus
● It lets your students “own” a piece
● It allows for a real, honest collaboration with a composer
● It’s totally worth the $$$ -- not just for conventions -- but it’s a lot of $$$

Find/create a consortium!

● Have a group of schools go in on a piece together, and reduce the costs 
● Or, let an organization do it for you - like Consortio - https://consortio.io/

https://consortio.io/


Commissioning example - “me(n)” (Joshua Shank)

Written for the Flower Mound High School Men’s Chamber Choir 2017 ACDA National 
Convention performance.

Text was “crowdsourced” by the members of the choir. Guys were asked to complete 
the statement “I know that I am greater than…”

Cost was $4,000, which is about par for the course (nationally known composer, at an 
ACDA National Convention).



Commissioning example - “me(n)” (Joshua Shank)
I know that I am greater than how others may see me.
I know that I am greater than the challenges I may have to face.
I know that I am greater than all the ways that people can hate.
I know that I am greater than the person they say I should be.
I know that I am greater than the numbers that may define me.
I know that I am greater than the expectations of being a man.
I know that I am greater than how people see the color of my skin.
I know that I am greater than what people think of who I love.
I know that I am greater than the stresses in my life.
I know that I am greater than the pressures coming from my parents.
I know that I am greater than what my teachers may think of me.
I know that I am greater than what I may think of myself.
I know that I am greater than the boy you think you know.
I know that I am greater than my worst few moments.
I know that I am greater than the things in life that I cannot change.
I know that I am greater than the limitations I place on myself.
 
I know that I am greater when I try to understand that I’m on my own, but I’m not alone, if I try to lend a hand.
I know that I am greater if I never, ever lie; to be upright and win the good fight can always be my battle cry.
 
And I may not agree about you and me, but it’s never too late to be a little kinder,
a living reminder that love will always conquer hate.
 
I know.



Covid Considerations -- Hearing vs. Seeing

We’ve all heard pieces we want to do that end up being too hard.

● Many publishers websites let you view the piece -- some better than others.
● Public Domain pieces, of course, are all accessible.
● Order online perusals where you can.
● Web searches turn up more and more to see.

Apps for working with music digitally on a tablet.

● Scannable is my favorite scanner/pdf maker (it plays nicely with Evernote, too, which I like)
● ForScore is the best I’ve seen... (not paid for this endorsement)
● ...But, Newzik is also really good (and allows for sharing -- this is cool for teams)

○ https://www.scoringnotes.com/reviews/the-best-ipad-score-reader-for-most-people/
● Notability works, too.

https://www.scoringnotes.com/reviews/the-best-ipad-score-reader-for-most-people/


Conclusion to Day 2 and 3 - What was the point again?

Be a nutritionist -- find music over a student generation that is healthy, varied, and meets all of your 
long-term musical, instructional, standards-based, and pedagogical goals.

Be a chef -- using your plan above, prepare sets of music that show variety and interest, covering lots of 
different healthy approaches and ideas.

Be a shopper -- look everywhere!  There are so many resources, but the digital world has made it harder 
-- also more powerful and meaningful.  Shop systematically, everywhere.

Does this all take a ton of time? Absolutely.

Are the rewards in rehearsal worth it? Without question!



Day 4: Programs that add meaning

Topics to Cover: What are our obligations in terms of the performances we program?  How 
can we meet them?  How can we move beyond what we’ve done in the past?

- Programming for a bigger picture, “theming” performance, performances that already 
have a “theme” tied in, the importance of contrast, connecting the other arts and to the 
world around us

COVID Considerations: programs and concerts in the COVID and Post-COVID age will be 
covered tomorrow.

Resources: Day 4 Reference handout, including online resources

What’s the Point Today? We can’t just “pick” 3-4 pieces for each group anymore, at least 
all the time.  The world of our audience members has changed; mostly, we haven’t yet.



What’s wrong with “three songs in contrasting styles”?

Well, nothing is “wrong”, but:

● What do you mean by “contrasting styles”?
● Will the audience pick it up?
● Will your students pick it up?
● Can you even tell?



The source of “contrasting styles” - contests and festivals?

Many contests and festivals use “three songs of contrasting styles” as a benchmark, some 
with recommended/required lists, others without.



Engaging community -- the importance of engaging “themes” in performance

Example - “The Topography of Tears” (UNT University Singers, Kristina MacMullen - 
Conductor)

Example - “We Sing…” (FMHS Men’s Chamber Choir, 2017 ACDA National Convention)

Have your copy of “Goodbye, Then” (Takach) handy.

Theming concerts allow for a connection to be drawn for both participants and recipients -- 
instructionally, they allow for focused opportunities, both musical and non-musical.



Themes to consider

Era (Renaissance Madrigals)

Genre (folk-songs from around the world)

Composer or Composers (Robert and Clara Schumann)

Emotional content or theme (Identity, love)

Socially-relevant theme (mental health, protest)

Others??



Example -- Gabriel Crouch

Prof. Crouch -- former King’s Singers member, currently at Princeton

Program -- “A Vision of Albion: Dreams of better days in England” (a concert for the 
centennial of the armistice)

Music topics his program required of us -- “British” tone, British composers, English 
music history and the variety of musical styles, English madrigals, all kinds of challenging 
instructional topics (it was a hard program!)

Non-musical topics his program required of us -- history of the English madrigal, 
specifically the “Triumphs of Oriana”; the idea of “farewell” in music, pacifism and RV 
Williams’ views on the impending Second World War, connecting to music that has emotional 
power in England with which we were unaware.



Example -- Kristina MacMullen

Dr. MacMullen -- Associate Director of Choral Activities, University of North Texas

Program -- 

Music topics her program required 

Non-musical topics her program required 



Example -- planning for 2020-2021 on my campus 

Plan for 2020-2021 (in January of 2020) -- “Identity and Belonging”

Plan for 2020-2021 (late May) -- “Secrets, Burdens, and Dreams”

Plan for 2020-2021 (mid June) -- “I’m not even sure what to do here”  (this is all 
single-gender music or music with SAB voicing, etc., all of which is a cappella).  Right now, 
the theme for this group of repertoire is “music we can sing with lots of COVID restrictions”



Integrating more than singing

There are so many things you can do in addition to singing well!

MS Example -- Brave

● Singers held up poster board with statistics about bullying of middle school girls in America.

HS Example -- Love Songs Concert (2/20/20, just before the world turned upside down)

● Slideshow -- my students’ thoughts on love and lost love
● Poetry (Shakespeare, Pablo Neruda)
● Gifts when participants left (chocolates and seed packets)



Planning a “themed” concert...

...takes quite a bit of time!  So does a great Thanksgiving dinner, though, and it’s 
worth it.

Things to keep in mind:

● Every song doesn’t have to match the theme.
● Don’t limit yourself to Western Art Music.
● Unless your theme is specific to a time or composer, the other rules about variety still 

apply. This makes it harder/easier.
● Give yourself time to really think and dream, especially about reaching beyond standing 

on stage in formation and singing.
● Do your homework on your theme! Inform and promote thought/feeling, don’t offend or 

hurt.



The “Holiday” Concert...Sacred

Which holiday?

2020 Religious Holidays (diversityresources.com)

https://www.diversityresources.com/interfaith-calendar-2020/

Faiths with a holiday in the last two months of 2020:

● Ba’hai, Buddhism, Christianity, Islam (10/28), Jain, Judaism, Pagan, Rastafarian, Sikh, Wiccan

Is it beyond the scope of this course to discuss each of these faiths -- I would humbly suggest that it is not 
your place to judge how “worthy” any of them are.

We know that there is an enormous history of West Art Music in the choral world that has a Christian 
viewpoint.  But there are others, too. Seek them out.

https://www.diversityresources.com/interfaith-calendar-2020/


The “Holiday” Concert...Secular

There is sooo much holiday music that doesn’t invoke Christian themes.  But, you 
should be sensitive here, too:

● Indigenous Alaskans come from many tribes (Inuit, Aleut, Tlingit, etc.) - they are not 
“Eskimos” (Winter Wonderland, The Christmas Song).  It’s like calling Cherokee, 
Choctaw, etc. peoples “Indians”.

● “Jingle Bells” isn’t derogatory per se, but it was a regular part of minstrel shows.
● “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” -- I mean...

 



So, what can I program?

A lot!  You just have to work a little harder…

Secular:

Avoid offending people unnecessarily and unintentionally.  There are lots of secular holiday songs that 
don’t.  Don’t get mad -- use the opportunity to grow your repertoire pool!

Sacred:

While it is beyond the scope of this class, it is legal to program music from the Judeo-Christian tradition.  
What is important is instructional intent and rationale.

https://nafme.org/about/position-statements/sacred-music-in-schools-position-statement/sacred-music-in-s
chools/

There are other faith traditions with music, too -- look out for them.

 

https://nafme.org/about/position-statements/sacred-music-in-schools-position-statement/sacred-music-in-schools/
https://nafme.org/about/position-statements/sacred-music-in-schools-position-statement/sacred-music-in-schools/


Popular Music in Choral Performance

This used to be as controversial as sacred music -- for some, it still is:

What are some good reasons for including popular music in our classrooms, and our performances?  Are 
there any?

 



Popular Music Ideas

An incomplete list:

● Popular Music (this a a catch-all -- infinite ideas fit in here)
● Musical Theater
● Vocal Jazz
● Contemporary A Cappella
● Barbershop

If these are worthy of your time, they are worthy even if they don’t really fit your 
performing forces!

 



Conclusion to Day 4 - What was the point again?

Performances can be so much more than a bunch of songs strung together!  

Work for contrast -- work for lots of contrasts.

A theme or idea can connect in ways that are very, very powerful; this allows you to teach both musical 
and non-musical concepts.

Be sensitive, though, to the beliefs and needs of students and audience -- push a little, being 
thought-provoking, but don’t ignore or offend.

Get out of your genre box! There are lots of kinds of music to use as your focus.

Does this all take a ton of time? Absolutely.

Are the rewards in rehearsal worth it? Without question!



Day 5: Embracing the “new normal”...whatever that is.

Topics to Cover: Preparing students for learning new repertoire, singing virtually, outside, 
socially distanced...whatever.

- Digital repertoire, virtual classrooms, virtual choirs, online meetings

Resources: Day 5 Reference handout, including online resources

What’s the Point Today? Even when we rehearse together again, the digital technology 
won't disappear. We shouldn't want it to. We need to begin to learn it.



“Virtual Reality” - The digital classroom

Synchronic learning in the choir classroom:

Video-conference platforms (probably, you don’t get to choose this)

● Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Hangout, Cisco WebEx Meetings/Teams

Things that work reasonably well in video-conferences:

● Lecture-type instruction
● Tutorials
● One-on-one vocal instruction (voice lessons or coaching)
● Small group discussions

Things that don’t work well in video-conferences:

● Live choral rehearsals, either sectionals or small groups
● Large group discussions



Stop down for discussion…

Share your experiences -- what has worked for you this spring in terms of 
video-conferencing and meeting in real-time with your students?  What hasn’t 
worked?



“Virtual Reality” - The digital classroom

Asynchronous learning in the choir classroom:

LMS Platforms (again, you probably don’t get to choose this):

● Google Classroom, Canvas, Blackboard, Moodle, Brightspace, etc.

Things that work reasonably well through an LMS Platform:

● Information delivery
● Assessment and evaluation
● Grading of materials
● Delivery of performance recordings
● Written discussions

Things that don’t work well through an LMS Platform:

● Choral rehearsals, either sectionals or small groups



Stop down for discussion…

Share your experiences -- what has worked for you this spring in terms of online 
assignments and homework with your students?  What hasn’t worked?



Some things that you might look into...

Disclaimer -- My LMS is Canvas, my Video-conferencing platform is WebEx (although I use 
Zoom some, too), and my technology is all Apple-based (iPad, MacBook Air, iPhone).

Assignments through your LMS

● Theory assignments
● Discussion threads
● Uploads of video or audio performances
● Evaluation and music history

GoReact -- a video feedback platform (both synchronous and asynchronous)

Sight-Reading Factory -- an online sight-reading platform

musictheory.net -- a music theory website



LMS Assignments

● Theory assignments - Key signatures, Time signatures (either through Canvas quizzes or via web)

● Discussion threads - 
○ For this week's discussion -- since all of you are streaming movies or playing video games -- what is a specific 

moment in a movie or a game where the music is just critical to the scene?  A moment where, without the 
music, the moment just doesn't work?  List the game or move, describe briefly the situation, and post a link, if 
you can.



LMS Assignments
● Uploads of video or audio performances
● Evaluation and music history



Web-based resources

GoReact -- a video feedback platform (both synchronic and asynchronic)

https://get.goreact.com/

Sight-Reading Factory -- an online sight-reading platform

https://www.sightreadingfactory.com/

musictheory.net -- a music theory website

https://www.musictheory.net/

https://get.goreact.com/
https://www.sightreadingfactory.com/
https://www.musictheory.net/


Digital Repertoire
Learning choral music...without a choir room...or a choir...or a teacher:

Music Options:

● pdf files (not picture files) of music - placed in your LMS. Obey Copyright law, but keep in mind that publishers are 
trying to help here. 

● If your students have tablets, this is an easy transition (we discussed this earlier this week).
● Using phones for music drives me crazy.
● Students can download and print music if they wish.

Exemplar Recordings:

● Don’t let your students find a recording on YouTube! Find one you like and post a link.

Practice Tracks:

● Find tracks (YouTube) or record them yourself (I use my Roland piano, and then either my Zoom H6 recorder, an 
Edirol recorder, or an App on my iPad).

● Post them in your LMS



Digital Repertoire



Virtual Choirs - A quick drive-through

Really big disclaimer -- I only started working on this in March, when our school was 
shuttered.  If you are video editing-savvy, you know a lot more than I do.

I used three different platforms/programs this spring:

1. A Cappella App
2. GarageBand (with iMovie)
3. Apple Final Cut Pro

I’ll show you briefly what they can do.  But the important point here is that -- I didn’t know what I was 
doing, and yet, somehow, I did stuff.  So, you can, too.



Virtual Choirs - A Cappella App

An app that can record multiple videos and quickly/easily put them together.

Students and individuals use this a lot -- it can be collaborative, too.

Maxes out at nine screens.

Cost:  Free (for 30” of work, one project at a time), or $10/month, $50/year (to do a lot more)

Sample - Me singing a rehearsal guide track to “Gloria” (Dan Davidson, TB)

https://mixcord.co/acapella/p/VPFsB37yhZrcp7hE6q27Eg/

https://mixcord.co/acapella/p/VPFsB37yhZrcp7hE6q27Eg/


Virtual Choirs - GarageBand w/ iMovie

GarageBand is an audio editing program (there are many others, like Audacity, etc.)

Learning curve is pretty steep, but there are many tutorial videos out there.

Super deep and complicated if you want it to be. Professionals use it, hacks use it, it just takes 
time.  Can be easily paired with iMovie.  This is a relatively easy way to create a virtual 
performance.  It won’t feel “live”, though.

Cost: Free to Mac owners

Sample - My choir’s senior class performing “Seasons of Love” (pics are of various choir trips, and 
from this year).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n43JAXGcLY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n43JAXGcLY


Virtual Choirs - Final Cut Pro X

Final Cut Pro X is a video editing program.

Learning curve is very steep, but there are many tutorial videos out there.  I’m still not super good 
at it.  I’m learning, though.

This is the kind of program that polished “virtual choirs” use.

Cost: $299 (confession -- I haven’t paid yet...it has a 90 day free trial)

Sample - My choir’s section leaders singing our School Song.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igM43HfC5IE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igM43HfC5IE


Virtual Choirs - What have I learned?

First, these take a lot of time. As in, hours and hours.  Chasing down students to submit recordings, 
lining up the timing of the recordings, chasing students back down to resubmit recordings, editing.  
Especially if you are kind of OCD, it’s very time intensive.

Next, you need a lot of stuff: a piano to make the guide tracks, a way to audio record and upload the 
guide track, some kind of LMS to send it to students and get tracks back (they’ll need stuff, too...probably 
two devices and earbuds or headphones), a laptop with editing software on it, good headphones.  I’m 
probably even leaving stuff out.

You need to be really specific with the students in terms of how to submit recordings: Here is how 
Abilene Christian University set up an alumni recording of “The Lord Bless You and Keep You” - 
https://www.acustupro.com/virtualchoir

However, they are rewarding, especially when we aren’t singing together at all. It’s no substitute for 
live singing; not even close.  But it makes the kids practice, evaluate their work, and eventually hear 
results.  Better than nothing.

https://www.acustupro.com/virtualchoir


Conclusion to Day 5 - What was the point again?

Conclusion -- Even when we rehearse together again, the digital technology won't disappear. We 
shouldn't want it to.

Project:
1. Build a meaningful, themed performance program that utilizes variety in genre, composers, etc., 
and that connects with the audience and reaches beyond "just" singing. Please include an 
explanation of your process:

● How did you determine what kinds of repertoire are best for your choirs?
● What is the concept of your performance? Why did you choose it?
● Where did you go to find your repertoire?  How is it balanced, meaningful, diverse?

Now -- if you have the time -- assume that you have to create some kind of remote musical project, 
using one of your performance pieces. What would that look like? Plan as much detail as you are 
comfortable with.


